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The winner was AC!
But as power systems
evolve over time, what
challenges are we facing?
In the coming decade, how
considerations of
sustainability will shape the
development path of our
power supply systems?
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First Public Power Supply System
Waterwheel driving a
Siemens AC Alternator (dynamo)

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d4/
Godalming_illuminated_by_electric_lighting%2C_1881.png

Several supply cables, some laid in
gutters
Feeding 7 arc lights and 34
incandescent lights.

Godalming, England 1888
(~50 km southwest of London)
Historical note:
AC was found to be more e cient for transmission than DC.
50 Hz is a convenient turbine speed, and no ickers for lights (to
human eyes) and yet insigni cant skin e ect of cables.
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The Evolving Power Grid
CONVENTIONAL GRID

Power Generation
Power plants (coal, nuclear)
Synchronous generators
Small number of renewable sources
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Notable Trends
SUPPLY SIDE

• More renewable sources
• PV
• Wind
LOAD SIDE

• More active devices
• Solid-state lighting
• Regulated loads
• EV chargers
• Datacenter power
supplies
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In 2020, Chinese Communist
Party general secretary Xi
Jinping announced that
China aims to peak
emissions before 2030 and
go carbon-neutral by 2060 in
accordance with the Paris
climate accord.
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Renewable Energy Trends
SOLAR

1990:
• Hydro 2158.9 TWh
• Wind 3.63 TWh
• Solar 0.39 TWh

https://ensia.com/features/us-power-grid-renewables-wind-solar/

WIND

2020:
• Hydro 4355.04 TWh
• Wind 1590.19 TWh
• Solar 844.39 TWh
https://www.capacitymedia.com/Image/ServeImage?id=49932&w=780&h=442&cr=true

HYDRO

https://ourworldindata.org/renewable-energy
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Renewable Trends in China
ENERGY CONSUMPTION 2019

POWER CAPACITY 2019

Renewable energy
consumption
2020
2,082,800 GWh
(27.32% of total)

Renewable
installation
capacity
2020
\

900 GW
[295 GW solar
281 GW wind]
(c.f. 1040 GW coal)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity_sector_in_China
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EVs Growth Trends
2020

•

3.1M EVs sold
(4.7% of new cars
sold)

2030

•

Projected to
increase to 48%

Tremendous demand
increase in charging
stations and electricity
supply infrastructure.

https://canalys.com/newsroom/canalys-global-electric-vehicle-sales-2020

HONG KONG
24.9%

2021
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Datacenters Growth Trends
•

ICT is expected to account for
21% of global power consumption
by 2030

•

Networks and Datacenters will be
the key consumers

Historical:
Lighting used to take a big share
(15-20%). As LED becomes the key
technology, lighting no longer takes
the largest share of consumption.
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Key Driving Forces
SUPPLY SIDE
Conventional sync generators
-Renewable power sources
Load SIDE
Conventional loads
-Active regulated loads
CLUSTERING
Intercluster connections
Power trading
Long distance transmission
AC-DC conversion
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And Other Factors
leading to increasing deployment of
power electronics

More Power Electronics Installed

Ageing equipment
70% of transformers are 25 years old
60% of circuit breakers are 30 years old
(USA, as of 2014)
Power electronics substations
Solid state transformers (more compact, smaller)
Control for power quality
Facilitating DC distribution & transmission
Energy Trading
Bulk power transmission due to uneven source
distribution
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse

Roughly 60% of the HVDC projects installed after 2010 were
3GW or more in China. State Grid of China (SGCC) spent
roughly $90B just in UHVDC interconnections from 2009 to
2020 to make more than 20 UHVDC transmission links
operational by 2030. The Changji-Guquan UHVDC link,
which was commissioned in 2019, will set new records in
voltage level (1100 kV) transmission capacity and
transmission line length (Xinjiang to Anhui). This UHVDC link
is expected to deliver 12GW of power through DC
transmission lines spread across 3000 km. It has the
capability to transfer 50% more power than 800kV UHVDC
transmission links.
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FUNDAMENRALLY THE SAME, BUT WITH LOTS OF POWER ELECTRONICS
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Questions / (Mis-)expectations
Hong Kong: 1 M vehicles; about 3% being EVs
Suppose EVs increase to 20%, and each consumes 20 kWh per day.
• EVs need 40 MWh per day!
• 40,000 charging stations (5 EVs share 1 charger)
• 1280 MW extra capacity (32 kW charger)

ffi
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•

More EVs are expected in coming years. We need
more charging stations or home EV charging devices.
Can we do it?

•

We should deploy more PV or wind power. We are
able to double or triple the renewable generation.
Should we do it?

•

We can build high-performance power conversion
equipment, like fast-response power supplies, highe ciency power loads. Should we further optimise
performance?
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More Power Electronics
What’s the impact?
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Overview of Grid Control
• Synchronous machine dominated
• Rotor creates rotating magnetic eld cutting the windings of stator, generating electric
•

current at the same rotor’s frequency
Power balance achieved:
Mechanical = electrical

Turbine

Generator

POWER
GRID

Speed
Governor

• Conventional Control: Working Mechanism
∆f
∆V
• Power ← shaft torque
• Output voltage ← eld current
• Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
• Detects frequency variation and changes torque to balance power
• Detects voltage variation and changes excitation of generation
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse

Frequency-Power
Control
Detects change in
frequency and
adjusts torque in
rotating shaft
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Concept of Inertia
Turbine

dω
Pm − Pe = TJ
dt

Synchronous
Generator

Rotating
Mass

mechanical power electric power
by turbine
produced and to be

inertia

Newton’s Law

frequency

used

Inertia : the key to stability

Power electronics have no inertia!

Tendency to keep rotating due to the energy
stored in the rotating masses. Inertia in the
power system is provided by the synchronous
generators that dominate the power generation
in the system.

When a power converter plugs on to the grid,
it assumes the grid being a voltage source in
order to work properly. Such converters are
grid-following.
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But this only works as long as the grid is still
sti , i.e., dominated by synchronous
machines!
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Power Electronics - What’s the difference?
Power converters work in switching mode, i.e., toggling of two or more circuit
topologies to modulate power ow, but there is NO STANDARD switching
frequency!
sync machines
|
|
50 Hz
1 kHz
LOW-FREQUENCY
CONTINUOUS
SYSTEM

switching converters
|
|
|
10 kHz
100 kHz
1 MHz
NONLINEAR
HYBRID SWITCHING
CONTINUOUS SYSTEM

|
∞
AVERAGED
SMOOTH
CONTINUOUS SYSTEM

SWITCHING SYSTEMS

SMOOTH
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Power Systems with Power Electronics
Synchronous
Generators

50 Hz
POWER
ELECTRONICS

Switching
Circuits

Wideband Oscillations
Nonlinearity
Vulnerable to large
Chaos
disturbance due to
Feedback control
violation of small-signal systems present negative
design assumptions
impedance to grid

ff
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Switching Frequency
1kHz — 1MHz
(not high enough to
become continuous
systems as seen by grid)

Multi-time Scale
Wide range of
operating frequency
of di erent
converters/inverters
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Basic Issues - Problems Already Emerged
• LARGE DISTURBANCE
• Nonlinear systems linearized for small•

signal design
Violation of small-signal assumption
leads to design inconsistency

• OSCILLATION & CHAOS (INTERACTIVE)
• Power converters are control systems

with feedback to optimize performance.
High performance needs high-gain and
wideband loop, presenting to grid as
negative impedance!

• MULTI-TIME SCALE
• Variety of operating switching

frequencies. Analysis is not scalable!
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Real-life Example I
Railway System

usual oscillation transmitted through HV link
HV
Regenerative
current

Regenerative
power not
fully absorbed
at LV, got
transmitted
through HV
line to
another
station’s
equipment

Transformer

Transformer

LV
STATION X

LV
STATION Y

VSC
(power
electronics)
TVS with regeneration
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Real-life Example 2
POWER GRID

•

Power Supply System to
switchboard controllers in
railway system

•

DC Bus oscillation

?

•

From
VSC

DC-DC converter loop too
tight, presenting negative
impedance to the bus

Insulation leakage at
BUS– terminal

?

PFC

DC-DC
Well designed
regulation
loop

EMI
Filter
+

BUS+
BUS–

–

CM
CM

SB
control
SB
control

to power line
control
to power line
control

Insulation
fault
detector

Insulation fault detector
could have recorded return
noise current
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At load side, devices are coupled via grid
IEEE Transactions on
Power Electronics
Best Paper Award 2015
The moral is:
Converters too well designed
aren’t good for others!

2003

We started research on
power converter’s
nonlinear dynamics
back in 1992.
We were the rst
extending the study to
interactive gridconnected converters
back in 2012.
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Analytical Methods
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Two Distinct Perspectives
Bottom-up (circuits with grid connection)
approach
• Gives detailed views of the dynamics of
devices at speci c locations or groups of gridconnected devices.
• Does not o er a comprehensive view of the
entire connected system (e.g., when the
e ects of dynamic processes or events in one
local area extend to other parts of the system).
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Top-down (networked systems) approach
• Considers the grid as a large-scale
network with groups of subsystems
sharing similar properties, and examines
phenomena at global level.
• Does not o er detailed circuit-level
mechanisms, e.g., unstable operations.
[ No mature method developed so far. ] 23

Samples of methods
COMPLEXITY RESEARCH
BOTTOM-UP (LOCAL)

TOP-DOWN (GLOBAL)

Nonlinear dynamics and complex behavior

Complex networks and robustness behavior
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse
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Review of Bottom-Up Approach
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse

(relatively more mature)
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A Conventional Perspective
•

Traditional small-signal models and linearized analysis

•

Impedance based stability criteria (e.g., Middlebrook’s criterion, Nyquist, …)
GRID

GRID_CONNECTED
CONVERTER

VOLTAGE-SOURCE
CONVERTER

VOLTAGE

ΔV

−ΔI

CURRENT

Negative Impedance if the VSC is very tightly regulated
such that its output delivers CONSTANT POWER
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse
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More Sources of Nonlinearity
•
•

Power synchronization control contains
PLL which is nonlinear.
Saturation nonlinearity from hard limiter.

•

source voltage

line
line
current
filter
In

DC

constant
power P
source

grid
voltage
Vg

point of
common
coupling

g

dq

AC

Overmodulation leading to saturation,
causing irreversible instability

abc

AC
grid

PLL
PLL

DC
voltage
reference

voltage
control
switch control

current
control
reactive
current ref.

dq
PWM
abc

Nonlinear damping of PLL
Nonlinear phase detector:
- Rapid drop in damping at small short-circuit ratio (weak grid)
- Short-circuit ratio = Vg / In Zs
source impedance of grid
grid voltage
line current
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse

- Unstable operation as damping weakens
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More Sources of Nonlinearity
•

Power synchronization control contains PLL
which is nonlinear.

•

Saturation nonlinearity from hard limiter.

•

Overmodulation leading to saturation,
causing irreversible instability

control command
OUTPUT CURRENT
expands catastrophically
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse

It’s all about “Bifurcation”!
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pc

Oscillation at low-frequency or
limit cycle
(UNSTABLE)

Parameter p increases

Bifurcation

The Expected or Desiged
Periodic Operation
(STABLE)

Bifurcation

•

Bifurcation — Change in qualitative behavior as one or more parameters are varied.
It is basically a study of STABILITY, if we de ne one kind of behavior as the stable
operation (one of the regimes).
Bifurcation analysis is therefore nothing but stabilty analysis extended to MORE
THAN one operating regimes.

￼

•
•

p′c

Another regime
(UNSTABLE)
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Design-Oriented Bifurcation Analysis

Bifurcation Analysis

Regions of di erent operating
regimes in parameter space

— Stability analysis of local linearized models, but MOVING
operating point.
It is thus NOT a linear method strictly speaking, though at each
operating point, it is!

Location of stable / unstable
operation boundaries
Identi cation of a ecting parameters,
e.g., connecting inductance

ff
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Examples of Bifurcation or Loss of Stability
OSCILLATIONS
Hopf bifurcation in three-phase grid-connected voltage source
converter showing high harmonic contents in grid voltage and line
current, and AC coupled load voltage, as the load current increases
to a certain value (feedback gain too high).
Unstable /
oscillate via
jumping o a
stable region

GRID-FORMING
CONVERTER

Grid-following
converter

Grid-following
converter

ff
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Ability to resynchronise
with grid after disturbance
via Homoclinic bifurcation
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Preview of Top-Down Approach
(immature research stage)
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The Need for Global View
•

Analysis under the local or bottom-up
perspective can be extended to cover a group
of equipment surrounding the point ofW
common coupling, but with very limited
capability!

•

We will soon get stuck by the

escalating complexity when the
number of interacting devices
becomes large or the area of
interaction widens.

fi
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⇒

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
looks at the system as a whole
and identi es key properties and
their relationships with system
parameters and network structure.
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Network Model
NETWORK:
NODES
LINKS

node
generator

transformer

G
bus
link

load
transmission
line

synchronous generator-based power source nodes;
converter-based power source nodes;
circles represent consumer nodes;
links represent transmission lines or transformers.
red nodes and links are overloaded and tripped during the cascading
failure process;
blue ones are disconnected from the power sources and deprived of
power.

IEEE 118 Bus Test Case
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse
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Making Network Model Realistic
Theoretic network
• nodes
• links

•

Power grid follows physical laws
• generators, transformers, loads
• transmission lines

Rich theoretical results
• characterisations: degree, distance,
betweenness, clustering, …
• impact of structures
• efficiency of information transfer
• routing, etc.

Prof. C. K. Michael Tse
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Physical process must be considered.

Our Model

Power ow according to Kirchho ’s laws
and electrical properties of the components.

•

Zhang-Tse model (2015) use the DC power
ow calculation to accurately track the
overloading nodes (components)

•

We also applied stochastic modelling to solve
the timing issue (2017)

Featured in IEEEXplore Innovation Spotlight, Nov 2015
Historical Data

Prof. C. K. Michael Tse
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Crucial Steps to Mimic Failure Propagation

Robustness & Resilience
•

We have a network model for assessing cascading
failure. Applications have been attempted in
• Robustness assessment (2015, 2017)
• Prediction of outage coverage (2017)
• Comparison of network structures (2018, 2019)
• Restoration strategies (2020, 2021)

•

The grid is, however, still evolving, and increasing
use of power electronics means that
• failure mechanisms of PE nodes must be reexamined
• e ects of PE nodes on failure of other non-PE
nodes should be studied.

Decentralization of power accessiilibity

ff
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The Challenge:
Penetration of Power Electronics

Modeling the increasing number of PE nodes for assessment of risk
and robustness.
Developing control strategies that balance the grid-following function
and grid-forming support.

Prof. C. K. Michael Tse
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E ects of Power Electronics Penetration on Grid Control
•
•

Conventional grid relies on frequency variation to indicate deviation from normal operation
Inertia resists frequency variation — PE has no inertia!

GENERATOR SIDE

LOAD SIDE

SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE BASED GENERATOR NODE
DROOP CHARACTERISTIC

EFFECTS OF POWER
ELECTRONICS

Grid-following inverters

HYDRO
SYNC MACHINE
(INERTIA)
THERMAL
POWER ELECTRONICS BASED GENERATOR NODE
NO DROOP CHARACTERISTIC

inject current to grid with a
PLL and do not help
control the frequency!
More PE will weaken the
control of frequency.
Need for grid-forming
converters

ff
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POWER
ELECTRONICS
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Robustness Assessment
Recent Study 2021

Realistic simulation of
cascading failure with
frequency control. PE
nodes su er more
generation loss.

0%
Load shedding

Generator shedding

40%
More severe dip

0 PE: control e ective
80%

40%: still e ective
80%: control failed
AUGUST 9, 2019
England, Wales
and some
Scotland were out
of power for about
45 min.
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AUGUST 9, 2019 UK DATA
1131 MW power loss
More generation loss

Challenges
Challenge 1:
Multi-Timing

Challenge 2:
Diversi ed Dynamical
Behavior

Mix of dynamical systems of
di erent time scales:
- high performance PE
- slow sync machines
- daily uctuations
- seasonal uctuations

Systems with di erent
dynamical features:
- zero inertia PE at di erent
switching frequencies
- tightly PE regulated loads
- high inertia machines
- battery storage

Identi cation of e ective
measures:
- assessing stability
- assessing robustness
- risk of cascading failure
- outage extent vs the level
of PE penetration

ff
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Challenge 3:
De ning Appropriate
Measures for
Robustness
Assessment

Challenges
Challenge 4:
Control Design and
Con icts
GRID-FORMING
CONVERTER

Grid-following
converter

Grid-following converters
- pump current to grid from
renewable sources or as
current loads
- do not participate in grid
frequency control
- actually rely on the grid’s sti
frequency and voltage!

Grid-following
converter

The grid gets less sti as the
percentage of synchronous
machines drops and PE increases!

Supports the grid by participating in
grid frequency and voltage control,
typically via a droop strategy.

So, we are still trying to
preserve the old grid control
environment!
Can the grid control be
completely changed?

ff
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The Dilemma of Transition

If PE penetration is still
shallow,
just following the grid,
assuming the grid promises its
frequency and sti voltage!
That means converters are
designed with the grid as a
pretty good AC voltage source.

If PE penetration gets deeper
and more renewable being
used,
the grid weakens as sync
machines get a lesser share!
Apply grid-forming to restore
sti ness or fake the grid, so
that the grid following devices
continue to work!
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If PE & renewables eventually
dominates,
the grid’s old properties are maintained
arti cially. Do we continue along the
same path (???)
The PE-dominated grid is no longer the
same grid, then why still mimic the same
old properties?
Eventually, we will have to make a
real change!

Invited Paper

KEY REFERENCES

Bottom-Up Approach
https://www.ee.cityu.edu.hk/~chitse/
mypubl-archive.htm#nonlinearPE
Top-Down Approach
https://www.ee.cityu.edu.hk/~chitse/
mypubl-archive.htm#ps
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse
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Top-Down Approach
(immature research stage)

Conclusion

Through combining the top-down and bottom-up
approaches, we hope to be able to build better models
that can incorporate increasing PE devices into the grid
model, hence providing realistic assessments of the risk
and robustness of the grid.
To develop relevant system planning and construction
strategies for power companies to avoid detrimental
stability problems that may emerge in the continuous
development of the power system.
-

Can we build more chargers?
Can we deploy more renewables?
Can we design more high-performance PE equipment?

Bottom-Up Approach
Prof. C. K. Michael Tse

(relatively more mature)
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